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a b s t r a c t
This paper develops a recursive method for computing moments of 2D objects described by elliptic Fourier descriptors (EFD). To this end, Green’s theorem is utilized to transform 2D surface integrals into 1D
line integrals and EFD description is employed to derive recursions for moments computations. A complexity analysis is provided to demonstrate space and time efﬁciency of our proposed technique. Accuracy and speed of the recursive computations are analyzed experimentally and comparisons with
some existing techniques are also provided.
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1. Introduction
Moments of objects (Prokop and Reeves, 1992) are intrinsic to
the shape (Meriam, 1966), and therefore efﬁcient computation of
moments is a desirable feature for many practical tasks.
Moments of inertia are used in mechanical design and analysis.
For example, in the design of aircrafts, ships, and automobiles the
moments of inertia are employed to determine the dynamics of the
vehicle (Weinstein et al., 2006). In the medical domain, moments
are used for automatic diagnosis and prognosis; for example they
can be used in computing volumes of healthy and pathologic tissues (Jirapatnakul et al., 2009).
Moment invariants are efﬁcient tools in pattern recognition
applications. In (Zhenjiang, 2000), the author presents a moment
based pattern recognition application in agronomy and proposes
a measure for the analysis of the roundness of rose ﬂowers. Another interesting application of moments can be found, for example, in optical character recognition systems (Cash and Hatamian,
1987). Until recently, it was a common belief that projective moment invariants do not exist; however, their existence was proven
in (Suk and Flusser, 2004).
In the past, moments of shapes have usually been computed
using all the pixels or voxels that deﬁne the analyzed objects. The
importance of using modeling tools for boundaries in the context
of moments was already understood two decades ago. The work in
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(Leu, 1991) is among the ﬁrst which develops a scheme for computing moments of objects employing boundaries, which are polygons.
In (Gonzales-Ochoa et al., 1998), the authors assume that the
input is a free-form object modeled by parametric surfaces. They
employ the Stokes’ theorem (Fikhtengol’ts, 1965) to transform
the computation of moments using integrals on volumes to integrals on the surface boundaries, of the input objects. Following
Gonzales-Ochoa et al. (1998), in (Soldea et al., 2000), the authors
develop two schemes for computing moments of free-form objects.
The free-form representations are based on B-Spline blending
functions. A particular case is further developed and analyzed in
detail in (Sheynin and Tuzikov, 2003).
In this work, we consider moments of another important boundary representation method, namely, the elliptic Fourier descriptors
(EFD) (Kuhl and Giardina, 1982; Jeong and Radke, 2007). We ﬁrst
present an overview of EFD and its applications, and then motivate
moments of EFD, which highlights our contribution.
1.1. Elliptic Fourier descriptors (EFD)
EFD representation contains shape information in the low frequency components (Kuhl and Giardina, 1982; Lin and Hwang,
1987; Wallace and Mitchell, 1980). This property puts EFD in a
central place in medical applications. For example, in (Jeong and
Radke, 2007), the authors use EFD to approximate arbitrary axial
slices obtained from a volumetric data. They also show that EFD
is the key for achieving low computational cost while preserving
the accuracy of the approximation, as compared to other existing
techniques. EFD also implies various algebraic and geometric
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invariants (Lin and Hwang, 1987; Lestrel, 1997). Moreover, EFD can
be converted into implicit polynomial (IP) representations (Yalcin
et al., 2003).
The idea of encoding most of the information in low frequency
components is re-iterated in (Wang et al., 2006), where the authors
employ EFD towards learning and modeling shapes that manifest
minimal description lengths. Accordingly, contours of objects are
decomposed into a series of elliptical harmonics. In another work
(Staib and Duncan, 1992), the authors advocate the use of EFD,
among other parametric representations, for segmentation.

line the fundamental steps in deriving recursions. For details of
these derivations, we refer the reader to Soldea et al. (2010).
Consider the 2D shape D # R2 . The standard moment of order
p; q of D is given as:

mp;q ¼
¼

Z

1
2

xp yq dxdy ¼

D
T

t¼0

1
2

Z Z

xp yq dxdy 

D

xðtÞpþ1 yðtÞq y0 ðtÞ
1
dt 
pþ1
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Z

T

t¼0

1
2

Z Z

xp yq dxdy

D

xðtÞp yðtÞqþ1 x0 ðtÞ
dt;
qþ1

ð3Þ

where we employed Green’s theorem. Note that Eq. (3) can be
rewritten as

1.2. Moments of elliptic Fourier descriptors

mp;q ¼
Although moments of objects in different forms have been
widely studied in the literature, to the best of our knowledge, the
moments of the elliptic Fourier descriptors (EFD) have not been explored until now. Since EFD representation is one of the most powerful boundary modeling tools, efﬁcient computation of its
moments may prove very useful in several model-based vision
and pattern recognition applications. Motivated by this observation, in this work, we develop a computationally efﬁcient recursive
scheme for calculating moments of objects represented by elliptic
Fourier descriptors. To this end, we utilize Green’s theorem to
transform 2D surface integrals into 1D line integrals and employ
EFD representation to derive recursions for moments computations. A theoretical complexity analysis is developed to demonstrate time and space efﬁciency of our proposed approach.
Comparison of the computational complexity of our method with
other techniques is also provided. Several experiments on a large
database are performed to quantify the accuracy of our proposed
method and compare it with other representations such as Bernstein–Bézier representations (Cohen et al., 2001).
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We deﬁne the following quantities:
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Substituting Eq. (2) into (4) and using Eqs. (5)–(9), we get

mp;q ¼

1 X
1 n
p X
ai;j;p;q ðmcjijj;p;q þ mciþj;p;q Þ

2T

i¼0

j¼0


o
þ bi;j;p;q ½msiþj;p;q  rði  jÞmsjijj;p;q  þ ci;j;p;q mcjijj;p;q  mciþj;p;q :

2. Background on elliptic Fourier descriptors

ð10Þ
Following Yip et al. (1994), let T be an arbitrary positive real
number and let CðtÞ : ½0::T ! R2 ,

CðtÞ ¼ ðxðtÞ; yðtÞÞ

ð1Þ
ð2Þ

be a planar curve parameterized by t, such that CðtÞ 2 C . We can
describe the curve in Eq. (1) using elliptic Fourier descriptors as
follows:



xðtÞ



yðtÞ

¼

The computation of mp;q is based on the values mci;p;q , and msi;p;q ,
which will be computed recursively as shown below.
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ð2Þ

mci;p;q ¼

T

where
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for any i 2 N  f0g. Since cosðÞ and sinðÞ are continuous functions,
the integrability of CðtÞ ensures existence of the above integrals.
3. Moments of 2D shapes represented by EFD
In this section, we develop a recursive scheme for computing
moments of 2D shapes represented by EFD. The recursive scheme
provides efﬁcient computation of moments.
We divide the computation of moment mp;q , which is deﬁned as
a surface integral, into two components that are deﬁned as 1D line
integrals. The conversion from surface to line integral is achieved
by the utilization of Green’s theorem (Fikhtengol’ts, 1965). We out-

1
n
1 X
k pak ðmcjkij;p1;q  mckþi;p1;q Þ
2i k¼0
h
i
 pbk mskþi;p1;q  rðk  iÞmsjkij;p1;q

þ qck ðmcjkij;p;q1  mckþi;p;q1 Þ
h
io
 qdk mskþi;p;q1  rðk  iÞmsjkij;p;q1

ð11Þ

1
n
h
i
1 X
k pak mskþi;p1;q þ rðk  iÞmsjkij;p1;q
2i k¼0

þ pbk mckþi;p1;q þ mcjkij;p1;q
h
i
 qck mskþi;p;q1 þ rðk  iÞmsjkij;p;q1

o
þ qdk mckþi;p;q1 þ mcjkij;p;q1 :

ð12Þ

and

msi;p;q ¼

For details please see Soldea et al. (2010).
3.2. Recursion bases
We next provide several simpliﬁed results for particular cases of
interest.
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 i ¼ 0; p ¼ 0; and q ¼ 0 :
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¼T
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¼ 0:

ð13Þ
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T

Let T x be the time required for computing the coefﬁcient x,
where x can be ai;j;p;q ; bi;j;p;q ; ci;j;p;q ; mp;q ; mci;p;q or mci;p;q . Then, in light
of Eqs. (5)–(7), we have T a ¼ T b ¼ T c ¼ Oð1Þ. Moreover, in light of
Eq. (10), we have

ð23Þ

where Amortizedðp; qÞ is the amortized time required to evaluate
mci;p;q and msi;p;q coefﬁcients that are required in the computation of
Mpþq as compared to Mpþq1 , to be described below. In light of
Eqs. (11) and (12), T mci;p;q ¼ T msi;p;q ¼ OðLÞ. Next, we analyze the amortized time. Let

n
o
M cr;a;b , mci;p;q jp þ q ¼ r; i 2 fa; a þ 1; . . . ; bg ;
n
o
M sr;a;b , msi;p;q jp þ q ¼ r; i 2 fa; a þ 1; . . . ; bg ;
and

Mr;a;b , M cr;a;b

[

M sr;a;b :

ð19Þ

The set of moments Mrþ1 as compared to Mr , requires the
S
Sr
computation
of
Arþ1 ¼ rþ1
s¼0 M s;0;2L ; Ar ¼
s¼0 M s;2Lþ1;3L ; . . . ; A0 ¼
M0;ðrþ1ÞLþ1;ðrþ2ÞL . The computation of Mrþ1;0;2L is done using Eq. (10).
Following Eqs. (11) and (12), a worst case upper bound for the car-

ð20Þ

dinalities of Ak is OðLðp þ qÞ2 Þ, for any k 2 f0; 1; . . . ; r þ 1g. Bearing in
mind that the cardinality of Mp;q is p þ q þ 1, we have

2
Therefore,
the
¼ OðLðp þ qÞ2 Þ.
Amortizedðp; qÞ ¼ O ðpþqþ1ÞLðpþqÞ
pþqþ1

 i > 0; p > 0; and q ¼ 0.

amortized time for each moment is

mci;p;0 ¼

msi;p;0

xðtÞ


T mp;q ¼ O L2 þ Amortizedðp; qÞ;

1 X
1


1X
¼
½ ai cj þ bi dj mcjijj;p1;q1
2 i¼0 j¼0


þ ai cj  bi dj mciþj;p1;q1

þ ðai dj þ bi cj Þrði  jÞmsjijj;p1;q1


þ ai dj þ bi cj msiþj;p1;q1 

mci;0;q



yðtÞ

 i ¼ 0; p > 0; and q ¼ 0 :

mc0;p;0 ¼

Assume that additions, subtractions, multiplications, and divisions require Oð1Þ time. In addition, assume that the sign function
rðÞ (see Eqs. (10)–(12)) requires Oð1Þ time as well. Furthermore,
suppose that the order of the EFD used is L, i.e. Eq. (2) can be
approximated as

OðLðp þ qÞ2 Þ:
ð21Þ

Substituting Eq. (24) into (23), we have

T mp;q ¼ OðL2 þ Lðp þ qÞ2 Þ:
ð22Þ

3.3. Complexity analysis of the proposed approach
If schemes of computing moments can be converted into recursive algorithms (Soldea et al., 2000), one can take advantage of
amortized times of computations. In this context, usually, moments
of higher degree depend on lower degrees.
Let M r , fmp;q jp þ q ¼ rg be the set of moments of order r.
S
Moreover, let Mr , ri¼0 M i be the complete set of moments up to
r. There are plenty of scenarios where complete sets of moments
up to a certain degree may be required. For example, consider
the problem of characterization of the position of an object
(Meriam, 1966). In this case, we need to compute the mass center
as well as the orientation of the analyzed object. While the mass
center is given by the zero and ﬁrst order moments (M 0 and M 1 ),
the orientation is provided by the principal axes of inertia, which
depend on the second order moments ðM2 Þ. Therefore, we need
to compute M2 . If the directions of the principal axes are required,
the third order moments ðM3 Þ are required as well.

ð24Þ

ð25Þ

In the theoretical case when L; p; and q are considered constants, we have T mp;q ¼ Oð1Þ. However, we recommend that, in
practice, only p and q be considered constants for small values.
In our case the inherent constants in the complexity order evaluations are relatively high; therefore, whenever one needs to compute higher order moments, these constant should be regarded
as polynomial (quadratic) time consumption factors.
On the other hand, consider the method of computing moments
in (Leu, 1991). Each object under analysis is received at input as a
polygon, and each edge deﬁnes a triangle that has one of its corners
at the origin of the coordinate axes. Each such triangle deﬁnes a
trapezoid and two triangles for integration purposes. The computation of moments is driven via such decomposition for each edge.
For example, m0;0 , which is the area of the input object, is decomposed into trapezoids and triangles whose areas are summed or
subtracted according to their orientation. In this scheme, each moment mp;q is subject to computing all possible combinations
 
n
8n 2 f0; . . . ; p þ qg; 8m 2 f0; . . . ; ng. These values are required
m
for coefﬁcient multiplications. In addition, for each corner point in
the input polygon ðx; yÞ, the values x2 ; x3 ; . . . ; xpþqþ1 are also required. Suppose that the input polygon has L corners. Then, the
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amortized time for computing the mp;q moment is OðqLÞ. If q is a
constant, then this time resumes to OðLÞ.
The problem treated in (Leu, 1991) is a particular case of an object represented by B-spline functions of degree one, i.e. straight
lines, see also (Soldea et al., 2000; Sheynin and Tuzikov, 2003). Following Theorem 3 in (Sheynin and Tuzikov, 2003), the time
requirement for computing the moments in M 2 is Oðs3 LÞ, where s
is the degree of the B-spline used and L is the number of points.
For objects represented by B-spline functions, the time requirements for moments computation increases with the degree and
the number of points. While the number of points seems to have
a linear effect, the degree implies a polynomial dependency. However, bearing in mind that the modeling community usually employs cubic B-spline functions, the degree can be considered
constant.
The theoretical time requirements of these schemes are low and
comparable. The reason for the efﬁciency relies on the fact that all
of them compute moments of objects represented by boundaries.
In terms of memory consumption, our scheme needs L2 ðp þ qþ
1Þ4 memory locations. For today’s computers, this is a very small
space requirement. All other schemes imply similar low memory
requirements. Note that the vast majority of schemes of moments
computations can be formulated in terms of lower space consumption, provided more time computation is required. Higher order
moments can be computed based on recomputing lower order moments several times, but not memorizing their values. Hence, the
memory consumption in eventual recursive computations is very
small. We deep further in our time analysis in Section 4.4.

4. Experimental results
We present experimental results related to the accuracy of our
proposed computational scheme. We test our method on different
shapes and provide several comparisons with other methods.
4.1. A comparison of accuracy on circles and superquadrics
We picked several shapes for which moments can easily be
computed analytically. First, we use discrete moments computations method. Second, we use our proposed method. Third, we
use an analytical method where the surface integrals are transformed into line integrals and computed with Maple (Geddes
et al., 2002).
We selected three circles (disks) with radii R ¼ 10; 100;
and 1000, and centered at ðR; 0Þ, see Fig. 1. Table 1 shows a comparison of moment computations.
Next, we analyze the accuracy of moment computations on the
5
5
superquadric xðtÞ ¼ cosðtÞ and yðtÞ ¼ sinðtÞ , which is parameterized over ½0::2pÞ. By a reparameterization over ½0::T, we have

xðtÞ ¼ cos


5
2p t
T

and yðtÞ ¼ sin


5
2pt
;
T

ð26Þ

Consider the following trigonometric identities:

cos5 ðtÞ ¼

10 cosðtÞ þ 5 cosð3tÞ þ cosð5tÞ
16

ð27Þ

10 sinðtÞ  5 sinð3tÞ þ sinð5tÞ
:
16

ð28Þ

and
5

sin ðtÞ ¼

Substituting these into (26), we obtain the following EFD
representation
 !
 



!


cos5 2Tpt
xðtÞ
1 10 cos 2Tpt þ 5 cos 32Tpt þ cos 52Tpt






¼
:
¼


5
16 10 sin 2Tpt  5 sin 32Tpt þ sin 52Tpt
yðtÞ
sin 2Tpt
ð29Þ

Fig. 1. Circles with different radii are scaled for visual comparison: (a) radius
R ¼ 10 and scaling factor of 100; (b) radius R ¼ 100 and scaling factor of 10. (c)
radius R ¼ 1000 and scaling factor of 1.

In light of Eq. (2), the non-zero coefﬁcients are a1 ¼ 0:625 ¼ 10
;
16
10
5
5
; a3 ¼ 0:3125 ¼ 16
; d3 ¼ 0:3125 ¼  16
; a5 ¼
d1 ¼ 0:625 ¼ 16
1
1
; and d5 ¼ 0:0625 ¼ 16
. Fig. 2 depicts the superquadric
0:0625 ¼ 16
xðtÞ ¼ cosðtÞ5 and yðtÞ ¼ sinðtÞ5 . Table 2 shows accuracy comparisons for this superquadric.

Table 1
Moments for the circles with radii R ¼ 10; 100; and 1000, and centered at ðR; 0Þ.
Moments-circle R ¼ 10

Discrete

EFD

Analytic

m0;0
m1;0
m0;1
m2;0
m1;1
m0;2

305
3050
0
37,906
0
7406

314.159265358979
3141.59265358979
0
39269.9081698724
0
7853.98163397448

314.159265358979
3141.59265358979
0
39269.9081698724
0
7853.98163397448

Moments-circle R ¼ 100
m0;0
m1;0
m0;1
m2;0
m1;1
m0;2

Discrete
31,397
3,139,700
0
392,415,340
0
78,445,340

EFD
31415.9265358979
3141592.65358979
0
392699081.698724
0
78539816.3397448

Analytic
31415.9265358979
3141592.65358979
0
392699081.698724
0
78539816.3397448

Moments-circle R ¼ 1000
m0;0
m1;0
m0;1
m2;0
m1;1
m0;2

Discrete
3,141,521
3,141,521,000
0
3,926,883,347,836
0
785,362,347,836

EFD
3141592.65358979
3141592653.58979
0
3926990816987.24
0
785398163397.448

Analytic
3141592.65358979
3141592653.58979
0
3926990816987.24
0
785398163397.448
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0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
−0.2
−0.4
−0.6
−0.8
−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

Fig. 2. A superquadric and its superimposed representation by EFD. The superqua5
dric xðtÞ ¼ cos5 ðtÞ and yðtÞ ¼ sin ðtÞ is the red curve. The number of harmonics used
for EFD representation is 11 i.e. n ¼ 0; . . . ; 10. The EFD representation is the blue
curve. (For interpretation of the colors in this ﬁgure, the reader is referred to the
online version of this article.)

Consider the following Bernstein–Bézier curve (Cohen et al., 2001)
 
P
n
ð1  tÞni ti , and P i ¼ ðxi ; yi Þ
CðtÞ ¼ ni¼0 Pi hi;n ðtÞ; where hi;n ðtÞ ¼
i
are 2D points in a plane.
In our experiments, we employ interpolation to approximate
several point sets (Cohen et al., 2001). While efﬁcient algorithms
for computing moments of objects represented by Bernstein–
Bézier curves can be found in (Gonzales-Ochoa et al., 1998; Soldea
et al., 2000; Sheynin and Tuzikov, 2003), our goal is to compare the
accuracy of the moments computations for the Bernstein–Bézier
and EFD representations. We evaluate Eq. (4) in Maple, symbolically, with a precision of 100 digits.
Consider the circle in Fig. 1c. This circle can be described exactly
by EFD, but not necessarily with Bernstein–Bézier boundary
curves. Since a circle can be approximated by zeroth and ﬁrst harmonics, i.e. n ¼ 0; 1 using EFD, i.e. six coefﬁcients, we approximated the circle with a Bernstein–Bézier of degree ﬁve, which
has six control points. The exact EFD representation of a circle implies higher accuracy when computing moments. In addition, we
also present moments computed for a circle approximated with a
Bernstein–Bézier of degree seven, which has eight control points.
Table 3 illustrates accuracy of moments computations.
Consider the case where free-form objects represented by the
Bernstein–Bézier curves are approximated by EFD. Clearly, the moments computations will be more accurate for Bernstein–Bézier
approximations than EFD.
4.3. Empirical accuracy performance analysis

4.2. Comparison with Bernstein–Bézier curves approximations
In this section, we compare the accuracy of moment computations for objects modeled by EFD and Bernstein–Bézier curves.
We begin with a quick overview of several basic facts.
Let i; n 2 N. The Bernstein–Bézier ith basis function of order n is
given as:

hi;n ðtÞ ¼

 
n
ð1  tÞni t i :
i

In this section, we compare the accuracy and feasibility of EFD
representations versus Bernstein–Bézier ones. We have employed
a collection of 2D contours from the TOSCA repository, (Bronstein
et al., 2008b and Bronstein et al., 2008a). In addition to these
images, we have also used several contours generated by ourselves.
We begin by resampling each contour with one thousand of points.
We model the input contours with EFD contours, see Figs. 3 and 4.
The experiment consists of two parts. In the ﬁrst part we
compute accuracy of EFD representations. In the second one, we

Table 2
Moments for the superquadric with n ¼ 5; m ¼ 5, and its representation by EFD with harmonics 0, . . ., 10.
Moments

EFD representation with 11 harmonics approximation

Exact EFD representation

Analytic equation (29)

m0;0
m1;0

0.372271912342849

0.368155389092554
0

0.368155389092554
0

m0;1

2:53978925869032  1011
0.019359500946643

0

0

0.01713744161466
0

0.0171374416146599
0

0.01713744161466

0.0171374416146599

m2;0
m1;1
m0;2

1:27673732795806  1011

5:74767927721875  1013
0.019360168316938

Table 3
Moments for the circle with radius R ¼ 1000. The circle is represented in Fig. 1 (c).
Moments

m0;0
m1;0
m0;1
m2;0
m1;1
m0;2
m3;0
m2;1
m1;2
m0;3

Bernstein–Bézier

EFD

Analytic

3137516.28455599
3133557489:98957
0
3911259368408.53
0
785073802696.762

3141592.65358979
3141592653.58979
0
3926990816987.24
0
785398163397.448

3141592.65358979
3141592653.58979
0
3926990816987.24
0
785398163397.448

5:46725703525929  1015
0
784493267922204
0

5:49778714378214  1015
0
785398163397448
0

5:49778714378214  1015
0
785398163397448
0

Degree 5

Degree 7

3206617.96941187
3267858859.38165
0
4157670991486.19
0
809820556032.588
5:93227968076246  1015
0
816818307826222
0
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Fig. 3. Contours from TOSCA benchmark database, see (Bronstein et al., 2008b and Bronstein et al., 2008a). The images in column (a) represent originals. The (b), (c), (d), (e),
(f), and (g) columns represent approximations of the original shape with 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, and 4 harmonics respectively.

evaluate the accuracy of Bernstein–Bézier representation. For clarity, we have
1. The input resampled curves are approximated with 128, 64, 32,
16, 8, and 4 harmonics, respectively, see also Fig. 3. This corresponds to a total of 130, 66, 34, 18, 10 and 8 coefﬁcients, respectively. We refer to the moments of the most reﬁned curve as
ground truth and evaluate relative errors on moments evaluations while successively decreasing the number of harmonics
used.

2. The input resampled curves are approximated with Bernstein–
Bézier curves of degrees 65, 33, 17, and 9, respectively, see also
Fig. 5. We refer to the moments of the most reﬁned curve as
ground truth and evaluate relative errors on moments evaluations while successively decreasing the degrees, i.e. the number
of coefﬁcients used.
We average these relative errors over all the contours and show
the results in Fig. 6a and b. Fig. 6a and b show that for the range of
parameters considered, the relative errors in moments computa-
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Fig. 4. Contours of several shapes that we generated. Columns (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) represent EFD contours with 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, and 4 harmonics, respectively.

tions in EFD increases a lot with harmonics reduction. However,
EFD provides better overall accuracy than Bernstein–Bézier curves.
Note also that a Bernstein–Bézier curve with degree 65, 33, 17, and
9, has 66, 34, 18, and 10, coefﬁcients, respectively. These many
coefﬁcients correspond to the four coarsest EFD based representations considered here.
Both of the representations are C ð1Þ continuous. Each one has its
own advantages and drawbacks, however. The ﬁtting of Bernstein–

Bézier is a problem of modeling with polynomials. While we use
control points deﬁned from the contours, other methods such as
interpolation can be employed. Polynomial interpolation, however,
especially when high degree are involved in, is error prone due to
Runge–Kutta phenomena, see Dahlquist and Björck (1974). On the
other hand, polynomials are convenient and relatively simple tools
for modeling. Unlike Bernstein–Bézier approximations, EFD contours seem to be more efﬁcient in terms of coefﬁcients description.
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Fig. 5. Bernstein–Bézier approximations of the centaur image in Fig. 3 (a). The (a), (b), (c), and (d) columns represent Bernstein–Bézier models with 65, 33, 17, and 9
coefﬁcients, respectively. The top line represents control points, while the bottom one shows the Bernstein–Bézier contour itself.

Accuracy Performance Analysis
Bernstein-Bézier Contours

Accuracy Performance Analysis - EFD Contours
7.00E-01
m00

0.4

m20

m00

m02

Relative error of moments

Relative error of moments

0.45

0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

32
16
8
EFD number of harmonics

4

m02

5.00E-01
4.00E-01
3.00E-01
2.00E-01
1.00E-01
0.00E+00

64

m20

6.00E-01

33

17

19

Number of coefficients, or Bernstein-Bézier curve degree

Fig. 6. Accuracy performance analysis. In (a), we show average relative errors of three moments as a function of the harmonics number of EFD representations. In (b), we
show relative errors of the same moments when using Bernstein–Bézier approximations as a function of the coefﬁcients, or equivalently, the degrees of the analyzed curves.
In both of these two cases, the averages are performed over the entire set of contours (TOSCA and our).

EFD contours, as compared to Bernstein–Bézier approximations, at
the same number of coefﬁcients, provide better approximations to
the shape, see for example the centaur in Figs. 3 and 5.

Fig. 7(b). We ﬁnally remark that, in general, low order moments
are more used than higher order ones.

5. Conclusions
4.4. Empirical time performance analysis
In this section, we experimentally validate the quadratic time
consumption developed in Eq. (25). We present average time consumptions when computing moments of elliptic Fourier curves
that have various degrees and number of harmonics. The average
is on a number of runs. We show the parabolic behaviour of Eq.
(25) in Fig. 7a. We also show that the dependence on the degree
of moments is relatively reduced in the range of low values, see

We have outlined a computationally efﬁcient scheme for calculating moments of objects represented by elliptic Fourier descriptors (EFD). The method is recursive and therefore implies fast
computation of moments. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the ﬁrst work on moments of EFD which might trigger further
works in the ﬁeld. We have experimented our scheme on 2D
shapes modeled by EFD and provided measurement of accuracy
of our method along with comparisons with some other tech-
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Fig. 7. Average time performance analysis. In (a), while the order of the computed moments is kept constant, the number of harmonics, i.e. ðL þ 1Þ, increases gradually. In (b),
unlike in (a), L is constant and the order of the computed moments increases. The average is measured over several computations.

niques. The method is described for 2D shapes. Extension of these
ideas to 3D will be considered as a future work.
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